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Metropolis 2
A UNIFIED APPROACH TO AIRSPACE DESIGN AND SEPARATION MANAGEMENT
FOR U-SPACE
This Project Management Plan is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking
under grant agreement No 892928 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

Abstract
Metropolis 2 will provide the fundamentals for concrete solutions for U-space U3/U4 services that are
needed to enable high-density urban aerial operations, with a unified approach to the following Uspace services: strategic deconfliction, tactical deconfliction, and dynamic capacity management. Thus
far, U-space efforts have focused on developing a set of baseline services (i.e., U1 and U2 capabilities
enabling services such as identification, flight planning, and tracking). When deployed, these services
will enable low traffic density applications such as agricultural surveillance and infrastructure
inspection. Urban, high-density operations, however, will require a different approach, and a degree
of autonomy that does not yet exist in current-day air traffic management. First, in order to sustain
high traffic demands, the urban airspace must be able to allow a shared use of airspace, rather than
the approach used today of exclusively assigning parts of the airspace to individual flights. Secondly,
at the expected extremely high traffic densities, airspace design, flight planning, and separation
management become increasingly interdependent. With the traffic densities that are considered for
urban applications these interdependencies necessitate a unified approach to all aspects of traffic
management that determine how vehicles interact with each other. This project will develop a unified
approach to airspace rules on the one hand, and flight planning and separation management
approaches on the other hand. It will build upon the results of the current U-space projects, the first
Metropolis project, and established separation algorithms. Several concepts, differing in how
separation is performed (strategic/tactical, ground/air) will be compared using simulations, and the
most promising concept will be validated in a real-world demonstration. The results of Metropolis 2
will contribute towards enabling safe and efficient U-space operations in urban environments.
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1 Introduction
This report describes the data package that forms the output of the simulation trials in work package
5. In the metropolis 2 project, three urban airspace separation management concepts are designed,
and compared in a series of fast-time simulations. These simulations expose the concepts to different
conditions (e.g., free airspace, constrained airspace, low-high traffic density, uncertainties, …), and
observe concept performance from various metrics, ranging from safety and efficiency to equity and
accessibility.
It is the aim of the Metropolis 2 project to make all technical content, all publications, and all data
publicly available. The data package described in this document is made available on the 4TU Research
Data repository.
Name:
Publisher:
License:
DOI:

Simulation dataset for research project Metropolis 2
4TU.ResearchData (https://data.4tu.nl)
CC-BY 4.0
https://doi.org/10.4121/19323263.v2

1.1 Data organisation
The data organization of the Metropolis 2 simulations is outlined in this document. The data is
generated by performing batch simulations on the decentralised, centralised, and hybrid concepts
from a set of traffic scenarios. For each scenario, data is logged so that the metrics outlined in D3.1
can be calculated. There are two types of scenarios, deterministic and uncertainties. The naming
convention for deterministic scenarios is as follows:
Flight_intention_{density}_{%distribution)_{repetition}.scn
For example, the zero repetition of the very low traffic density with 60% of aircraft originating from a
distribution centre (40 % point-to-point) would be written as Flight_intention_very_low_60_0.scn
The uncertain scenarios include rogue aircraft and wind. These are only simulated for the 40%
distribution centre case. The naming convention for uncertain scenarios is as follows:
Flight_intention_{density}_40_{repetition}_{uncertainty}.scn
For example, the fifth repetition of the medium traffic density with a wind speed of 5 knots is written
as Flight_intention_medium_40_5_W5.scn.
Table 1. Possible values for variables in scenario names and their description.
Variable

Description

density

The 5 different density levels.

% distribution

The 3 different percentages of flights
originating from distribution centres. The rest
are point-to-point flights.

Founding Members
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repetition

The 9 repetitions of a particular density and
distribution percentage.

uncertainty

The different uncertainty scenarios. There are
either 1, 2, or 3 rogue aircraft in a simulation.
The wind speed may be 1, 3, or 5 knots and is
always directed 315°.

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
R1, R2, R3
W1, W3, W5

There are 135 deterministic scenarios and 270 uncertainty scenarios (135 rogue scenarios plus 135
wind scenarios) for a total of 405 scenarios. More information about each variable can be found in
D3.1.
Each simulation generates 5 different logs. The flight state log (FLSTLOG), geofence breach log
(GEOLOG), conflict log (CONFLOG), loss of separation log (LOSLOG), and the regular interval log
(REGLOG). See Table 2 for more information. The naming convention of the logs contains the log name,
scenario name, date, and time.
{LOGNAME}_ {SCENARIO}_{YYYYMMDD}_{HH}-{MM}-{SS}.log
Table 2. Logs with description and their logging event.
Log Name
FLSTLOG

GEOLOG

CONFLOG

Description

Logging event

General flight information about each aircraft.
Each line represents a unique aircraft in the
simulation

At deletion of aircraft

Information about unique geofence violations
during the simulation. Each line represents one
geofence intrusion by an aircraft. An aircraft may
have several geofence intrusions.

At deletion of aircraft

Information about unique conflicts of simulation.
Each line represents one pairwise conflict. Note
that two aircraft may have more than one
unique conflict if they exited the state of conflict
and re-entered.

At the end of unique
conflict

LOSLOG

Information about unique losses of separation.
Each line represents one pairwise loss of
separation. Note that two aircraft may have
more than one unique LOS.

REGLOG

Information about position of all aircraft in
simulation at a given time. 4 lines are written per
logging event

At the end of unique loss
of separation

Once every 30 seconds

The simulation scenarios and logs are available at DOI:10.4121/19323263.
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2 Simulation data description
2.1 Flight state log
The flight state log (FLSTLOG) is updated when an aircraft is deleted. This is either when the aircraft
reaches its destination or when the simulation is finished. The information in Table 3 is displayed per
aircraft in one line of comma separated values.
Table 3. FLSTLOG Information.
Value
Deletion time
Call sign

units
seconds
-

Description
Simulation time at which aircraft was deleted.
The aircraft ID.

Spawn time

seconds

Simulation time when aircraft was spawned.

Flight time

seconds

The time spent in the air by the aircraft.

Distance 2D

meters

Horizontal travelled distance (without altitude manoeuvres).

Distance 3D

meters

Total travelled distance (including altitude changes).

Distance ALT

meters

Vertical travelled distance (vertical manoeuvres only).

Work Done

-

N/A

Latitude

degrees

Aircraft latitude at deletion.

Longitude

degrees

Aircraft longitude at deletion.

Altitude

feet

Aircraft altitude at deletion.

TAS

knots

Aircraft velocity at deletion.

Vertical Speed
Heading

feet per minute
degrees

Aircraft vertical speed at deletion.
Aircraft heading at deletion.

ASAS Active

bool

True if aircraft was in a conflict at deletion else False.

Pilot ALT

feet

Autopilot target altitude at deletion.

Pilot SPD

knots

Autopilot target velocity at deletion.

Pilot HDG

degrees

Autopilot target heading at deletion.

Pilot VS

Founding Members
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Autopilot target vertical speed at deletion.
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2.2 Geofence log
The geofence log (GEOLOG) contains information about unique geofence violations that aircraft
committed during the simulation. The information about each aircraft is logged only when the aircraft
is deleted. Thus, consecutive lines may refer to the same aircraft if that aircraft intruded more than
one geofence. The information in Table 4 is displayed per aircraft in one line of comma separated
values.
Table 4. GEOLOG Information.
Value
Deletion time

units
seconds

Description
Simulation time at which aircraft was deleted.

Call sign

-

The aircraft ID.

Geofence ID

-

Geofence ID given within BlueSky.

Geofence Name

-

Geofence ID given during data processing. IDs starting with G are
in open airspace.

Max Intrusion

meters

The maximum distance to the closest edge of the geofence

Intrusion LAT

degrees

The latitude at which the intrusion started.

Intrusion LON

degrees

The longitude at which the intrusion started.

Intrusion time

seconds

The simulation time at which the intrusion started.

Founding Members
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2.3 Conflict log
The conflict log (CONFLOG) contains information about the conflicts that aircraft find themselves in
during the simulation. Conflicts are detected using a state-based method: the current state of the
aircraft is linearly extrapolated within a look-ahead time of 10 seconds. It logs unique conflicts (not
unique conflict pairs). For example, if D1 and D2 are in a conflict, it will log the conflict and the
detection time. It will not log the same conflict the next simulation step. However, if D1 and D2 exit
the current conflict and enter another conflict with each other in a different places 5 minutes after, it
will again log this conflict. The information in Table 5 is displayed in one line of the CONFLOG.
Table 5. CONFLOG Information.
Value

units

Description

simt

seconds

Simulation time at which the conflict was detected.

ACID1

-

The aircraft ID of the first aircraft of conflict.

ACID2

-

The aircraft ID of the second aircraft of conflict.

LAT1

degrees

The latitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

LON1

degrees

The longitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

ALT1

meters

The altitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

LAT2

degrees

The latitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

LON2

degrees

The longitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

ALT2

meters

The altitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

CPALAT

degrees

The latitude of the closest point of approach

CPALON

degrees

The longitude of the closest point of approach

Founding Members
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2.4 Loss of separation log
The loss of separation log (LOSLOG) contains all the losses of separation that occurred during the
simulation. Just as the CONFLOG, it logs unique loss of separation events (not aircraft pairs), so two
aircraft can experience several such events. The information in Table 6 is displayed in one line of the
LOSLOG.
Table 6. LOSLOG Information.
Value

units

Description

LOS exit time

seconds

The time at which the loss of separation event ended.

LOS start time

seconds

The time at which the loss of separation event started.

Time of min.
distance

seconds

The time at which the minimum distance between aircraft
occurred.

ACID1

-

The aircraft ID of the first aircraft of conflict.

ACID2

-

The aircraft ID of the second aircraft of conflict.

LAT1

degrees

The latitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

LON1

degrees

The longitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

ALT1

meters

The altitude of the first aircraft of conflict.

LAT2

degrees

The latitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

LON2

degrees

The longitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

ALT2

meters

The altitude of the second aircraft of conflict.

DIST

meters

The minimum distance between the two aircraft during the
LOS event.
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2.5 Regular interval log
The regular interval log (REGLOG) contains data logged at regular time intervals. Once every 30
seconds, four lines are logged at the same time. Each line starts with the simulation time at which the
data in the line was logged. Thus, the number of entries in each line represents the number of aircraft
that were flying at that time and can used to calculate aircraft density. The four lines of information
regularly logged are shown in in Table 7.
Table 7. REGLOG Information.
Value

units

ACIDs

-

ALTs

feet

LATs

degrees

Latitudes of all aircraft that were flying at log time
corresponding to ACIDs

LONs

degrees

Longitudes of all aircraft that were flying at log time
corresponding to ACIDs

Founding Members
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Altitude of all aircraft that were flying at the log time
corresponding to ACIDs
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3 Conclusion
The Metropolis 2 project aims to determine what degree of centralisation is required for air traffic
management within a U-space environment. Simulations were performed, and the extensive data
output will be processed and analysed in order to determine a course of action for the future of small
unmanned aerial systems in urban environments. The data is available as a package on the
4TU.ResearchData repository, see https://doi.org/10.4121/19323263.v2.
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